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All spirits are sold in measures of 25ml or multiples thereof. 

All prices listed are for a large measure of 50ml.  Should you require a 25ml measure, please 
ask. All whiskies are subject to availability. 

Armagnac & Calvados 
 ABV Per 50 ml 

Baron de Lustrac 1945   40% £200.90 

Distilled just a few months after the end of the Second World War, the distillery 

grows both Baco and the lesser used Folle Blanche grapes. 
  

Baron de Sigognac VSOP   40% £8.60 

Top quality Armagnac from Bas Armagnac with six months in new oak and seven 

years in old oak casks. 
  

Baron de Sigognac 1966 40% £40.60 

A 1966 vintage from Baron de Sigognac, the long running label of the Guasch 

family. Fruity and packed with complexity. 
  

Baron de Sigognac 1956 40% £46.55 

Thick with vanilla, rancio and cinnamon. Lighter elements of citrus fruits and 

chocolate sit around the edges. 
  

Berneroy VSOP 40% £12.50 

A rich and fruity Calvados from Berneroy, aged in Limousin oak for eight years 

and excellent as a meal-end accompaniment. 
  

Delord 1965 40% £32.95 

There is a complex bouquet of vanilla, coffee and rancio. In the mouth, the ample 

attack leads to concentrated, powerful, strong flavours. Liquorice, wood and 

pepper emerge on the palate. 

  

Delord 1961 40% £42.35 

The nose reveals a "fine bouquet" dominated by coffee and vanilla, with a touch 

of orange and cocoa. In the mouth the flavours are mellow and ample, with a 

certain heat on the finish 

  

Lecompte Pays d’Aux 12yr   40% £20.25 

With fruit always dominant, the 12 year is more complex and more intense, it 

surprises in its aromatic maturity. Its beautiful notes of cinnamon and nutmeg 

combined with aromas of caramelized compote and roasted hazelnuts end on a 

final note of licorice.  

  

Lecompte Pays d’Aux 25yr   40% £41.35 

This cuvée combines smoky notes and aromas of candied fruits ranging from 

apple to prune, via rhubarb jam. Its varied scents are revealed throughout a slow 

and progressive tasting in the image of the patience of the Master of Chai. 

  

Lecompte Pays d’Aux 1988  40% £44.30 

This single-vintage Calvados was aged for more than a quarter of a century at 

Lecompte. Rich and powerful with notes of candied orange, honey, cinnamon and 

vanilla, this is a superb sipping apple brandy. 

  

Lecompte Pays d’Aux 1982  40% £47.45 

This bond between Richard Prével and Vintage 1982 marks the history of his 

career as Master of Chai, raising this Calvados Pays d'Auge to the most 

emblematic vintage of the Maison Lecompte. 

  

   

Pisco   

ABA Pisco 40% £8.95 

A "boutique" type of distillate made by the Aguirre family. Produced with double 

distillation in copper pot stills.  

  

Macchu Pisco 40% £11.15 

Macchu Pisco is a Peruvian pisco made from Quebranta grapes and then rested 

for one year to allow the spirit to mellow and reveal its true character.  

  

La Diablada 40% £13.50 

Blended (or acholado) pisco made from Italia, Moscatel, Quebranta and Torontel 

grapes. Each of these is distilled separately and then rested for two years. 
num 
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Cognac  
 ABV Per 50 ml 

Hennessy Fine 40% £12.90 

This is a stylish cognac equally at home in a quality cocktail or as a digestif. 

Excellent value for money. 
  

Courvoisier Fine VSOP 40% £15.15 

A classic VSOP cognac, this is matured for between 8 and 12 years in a selection 

of Troncais and Limousin oak barrels. 
  

Remy Martin 1738 Accord Royal Cognac 40% £15.55 

Remy Martin’s 1738 Accord Royal Cognac was created to sit between their VSOP 

and XO. It is named in honour of the Accord Royal granted by King Louis XV to 

Rémy Martin in 1738, allowing the firm to use his land to plant vines. This is a 

rich and robust Cognac. 

 

 
 

Hennessy 1977 40% £25.50 

A very special Cognac found only at Boisdale.   

Courvoisier XO 40% £32.50 

Rich and full-bodied, yet still exceptionally smooth, this luxurious XO contains 

long-aged eaux-de-vie from Grande & Petite Champagne for grace & flavour, plus 

a little Borderies for structure and depth. A perennial award-winner. 

  

Hennessy XO 40% £35.00 

The original 'extra-old' cognac, first bottled in 1870 by Maurice Hennessy for 

family and friends. Darker and complex with appealing leather and tobacco notes 

and a touch of spice - a great cigar cognac. 

  

Remy Martin Louis XIII                        15ml £50.00            25ml £165.00 40% £165.00 

An absolutely legendary bottling of cognac from the famed producers Remy 

Martin. Each decanter is the life achievement of generations of cellar masters. 

Since the origins in 1874, each generation of cellar master selects the oldest and 

most precious eaux-de-vie for Louis XIII. 

 £350.80 

Richard Hennessy  40% £441.55 

The jewel in the crown from Hennessy and named after the founding father of the 

cognac house, the Irishman Richard Hennessy. 
  

Hennessy Paradis Imperial 40% £425.00 

Paradis Imperial is a blend of rare 19th and 20th century cognacs inspired by the 

cognac that the company created in 1818 for Tsar Alexander I as a present from 

his mother. 
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Liqueurs and others… 
 ABV Per 50 ml 

Bols Genever 42% £8.45 

Genever is the Dutch precursor to London Dry gin. This one is malty and 

delicious. Great on the side of a beer or in one of our Fosbury Flips. 
  

Baileys 17% £7.00 

The biggest selling liqueur in the world and the first to bottle cream and spirit 

without it splitting. 
  

Benedictine 40% £9.80 

You can expect plenty of honey and herbs from this monastic liqueur.   

Chambord Black Raspberry Liqueur 16% £9.20 

A five-star liqueur, made with 'black raspberries' and other bramble fruits, 

infused in aged cognac. Perfect for dressing up desserts or sweetening a cocktail. 
  

Chartreuse Green 55% £9.20 

The Chartreuse most of us recognise from Granny's drinks cabinet. Not to 

everyone's taste, but for those brave enough to approach with an open mind, this 

is a remarkable and delicious liqueur. 

  

Cherry Heering 23.5% £8.15 

This classic Danish cherry liqueur is complex and has a full three years of aging.   

Cointreau 40% £7.55 

A classic orange liqueur with a big hit of tangerine on the nose.    

Cointreau Blood Orange 30% £7.95 

Originally launched for travel retail, this special-edition. Corsican blood oranges 

add to the sweet and bitter ones found in classic Cointreau. 
  

Disaronno Amaretto 24% £7.25 

The classic almond after dinner tipple.   

Drambuie 40% £9.60 

A secret recipe of herbs, spices & heather honey crafted with aged scotch 

whiskies, remained unchanged since 1745. 
  

Frangelico 20% £7.15 

Named after Italian hermit monk Father Angelico, the recipe for this hazelnut 

liqueur dates back over 300 years. 
  

Grand Marnier 46% £9.40 

Made with Cognac and Seville oranges, this makes a sophisticated after dinner 

digestif. 
  

Grappa Nardini Bianco 50% £9.30 

Nardini's Grappa Bianca is one of Italy's bestselling premium grappas. 

Excellently balanced, this is a delightfully complex yet elegant grappa with notes 

of jasmine tea and gingerbread. 

  

Kahlua 20% £7.00 

Quality rum-based coffee liqueur from Mexico. Made with arabica coffee.   

King’s Ginger 41% £9.00 

This unique liqueur became famous in the reign of King Edward VII when, at the 

request of the King's doctor, it was produced as a warming drink for His Majesty 

to take after winter morning rides. The distinctive smooth ginger flavour is 

perfectly balanced by a pleasingly clean, dry finish. 
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 ABV Per 50 ml 

Kummel Wolfschmidt 39% £9.80 

Famous aniseed-and-caraway-flavoured liqueur with a great mouth coating 

texture and a honeyed finish, Kummel is best served chilled to within an inch of 

its life. 

  

Limoncello Evangelista 32% £8.75 

A delicious Italian limoncello from Evangelista – a family owned company 

founded by Mayor Antonio Evangelista in 1907 in the Chieti region of central 

Italy, a particularly cold mountainous area. 

  

Luxardo Maraschino 32% £8.15 

An authentic maraschino made to a recipe dating from 1821 using the Marasca 

cherry. Aged for two years in Finnish oak vats prior to bottling, this pretty much 

sets the standard. 

  

Luxardo Sambuca 40% £7.00 

Made by macerating aniseed & elderberries in neutral spirit before maturation 

in oak vats. 
  

Peated Rascally 46% £11.10 

peated malt, yeast and water, and distilled in Annandale's twin copper pot stills, 

producing a smoky young spirit with real character. Sip on its own or muddle into 

your favourite smoky whisky cocktail for a contemporary twist. 

  

Pernod Absinthe 68% £12.60 

Pernod Absinthe was the biggest selling absinthe of the 19th century.    

Plymouth Sloe Gin 26% £9.35 

Plymouth Sloe Gin liqueur is made by gently steeping the finest sloes in Plymouth 

Gin and soft pure Dartmouth water. 
  

Rebel Rabbet RES3 44% £12.65 

It's the third exciting 'category-defying' spirit from Rebel Rabbet, made with some 

of the world's most lavish ingredients: flavoured with white Alba truffles, filtered 

through beluga caviar and also features vacuum distilled orris root. Only 100 

bottles were produced. 

  

RumChata 15% £7.40 

A blend of Caribbean rum, real dairy cream, sugar, cinnamon, vanilla and a 

unique blend of spices. 
  

St. Germain Elderflower 20% £8.75 

Made entirely from fresh, handpicked elderflowers, this is subtle yet complex.   

Unpeated Rascally 46% £10.10 

An unaged clear malt spirit. Pure and clear, it's made with just three ingredients 

- malt, yeast and water, and distilled in Annandale's twin copper pot stills, 

producing a young spirit with real character. 

  

Velvet Falernum 11% £5.40 

The sweet alcoholic cordial that's the key to making Caribbean drinks, mix of 

citrus and spice which is also excellent on its own over ice. 
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Rum  
ABV Per 50 ml 

Blackwell Black Gold, Jamaica 40% £8.60 

Jamaican rum made by Chris Blackwell of Island Records using a family’s secret 

recipe. Deep rich flavour infused with tropical fruit flavours. 
  

Brugal 1888 Ron Gran Reserva Familiar, Dominican Republic 42% £15.55 

This special edition from Dominican producer Brugal has been double-distilled 

and matured in American oak before a second maturation period in sherry casks 

to add a dose of dried fruit and leathery sweetness to the flavours. 

  

Diplomatico Mantuano, Venezuela 63% £11.20 

Mantuano is a replacement for Diplomatico's Reserva Rum. A rich and rounded 

Venezuelan rum, this is delicious stuff, with smooth sweet fruitiness and a silky-

smooth mouthfeel. 

  

El Dorado 12yr, Guyana 40% £12.20 

Awarded the gold medal at the Caribbean Rum Taste Test no fewer than seven 

times in the first ten years in which the competition was held! 
  

Flor de Cana 4yr Extra Dry, Nicaragua 40% £8.00 

A lip-smacking dry white rum from one of Central America's most celebrated 

producers, Flor de Cana from Nicaragua, whose reputation for outstanding 

quality is thoroughly deserved. 

  

Flor de Cana 7yr Gran Reserva, Nicaragua 40% £10.50 

A superlative dark golden rum from one of Central America's most celebrated 

producers, Flor de Cana from Nicaragua. Delicious, and one of the best rums 

anywhere in its price bracket. 

  

Gosling's Black Seal, Bermuda 40% £8.35 

The best dark rum around in our opinion.   

Havana Club Seleccion de Maestros, Cuba 45% £14.30 

Now this is a real treat. Formerly known as Cuban Barrel Aged, this rum is a 

trade secret and well beloved by bartenders. 
  

Koko Kanu Coconut Rum, Jamaica 37.5% £7.40 

Natural coconut essence is blended with white Jamaican rum to create this 

cracking flavoured rum from Kingston, Jamaica. Great with fruit juices. 
  

Kraken Black Spiced Rum, Trinidad and Tobago 40% £9.15 

A dark spiced Caribbean rum introduced to the UK in Spring 2010, Kraken's old-

style bottle and superlative packaging seem to earmark it out for greatness, and 

perhaps it will help some of those many thousands of punters nursing an old-

recipe-Sailor-Jerry-sized hole in their hearts. 

  

Sailor Jerry Spiced Rum, Caribbean 40% £7.25 

A blend of rum, vanilla, lime and spices. The brand was names after Norman 

Collins, an American tattoo artist who was famed for his sailor tattoos and was 

given the nickname 'Sailor Jerry'. 

  

Wray & Nephew Overproof, Jamaica 63% £10.05 

The nose is fruity. Notes of molasses and spice. The palate is fruity and a little 

spirity. There are notes of banana and Demerara as well as spice and a little oak. 

The finish is long and spiced. 

 

 

Mount Gay Black Barrel, Barbados 43% £11.90 

A 2014 release, Mount Gay Black Barrel is a blend of rums produced in both pot 

and column stills. Finished in deeply charred bourbon barrels, this is a rich and 

spicy rum. 
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Cachaça  
ABV Per 50 ml 

BemBom Aged Cachaça, Brazil 38% £9.80 

BemBom Cachaça is made from sugar cane grown on a family-owned farm in 

Minas Gerais, Brazil. Aged for a year in American oak, the signature serves are 

either with cola or cassis and fresh lime. 

  

Sagatiba Cachaça, Brazil 40% £8.60 

Sagatiba Pura is the result of an evolution of over four hundred years of tradition 

in the production of sugar-cane distilled beverages. It has a distinctly smooth 

taste and fresh bouquet. 

  

 
Vermouth & Aromatics 
 ABV Per 50 ml 

Lustau Vermut de Jerez 11% £5.25 

Lustau's vermouth is a blend of Pedro Ximénez and amontillado sherry with 

botanicals and aromatic plants including gentian, coriander, orange peel and 

sage. This balanced aromatised fortified wine is rich and herbal with notes of ripe 

fruits and nuts. 

  

Aperol 11% £6.00 

Italian amari, a lovely summery drink made from rhubarb and gentian. Great in 

a spritz. 
  

Campari 25% £6.00 

Wonderful with grapefruit juice or in a classic Negroni cocktail, Campari is 

flavoured with a bewildering array of 68 herbs and spices.            
  

Noilly Prat 18% £6.25 

A superior French dry vermouth. The white wine base is allowed to age in the 

open air during a year of oak maturation before flavouring and fortification. The 

blend is then aged for a further year before release. 

  

Pimms No.1 25% £6.25 

The classic English summer drink, Pimm's No.1 is an institution in the UK, 

where it is enjoyed with lemonade, mint and various fresh fruits. The 

quintessential ingredient for a successful garden party, Pimm's No.1 is gin-based 

and by far the most popular of the original six 'Cups'. 

  

Oscar 697, Bianco 16% £6.95 

A contemporary Italian vermouth, dry and bitter white with prominent notes of 

bergamot, Muscat and elderflower. 
  

Oscar 697, Rosso 16% £6.95 

The colour of this vermouth is obtained naturally with the addition of burnt 

sugar, which adds a welcome bitterness, complementing the liquorice and 

rhubarb notes. 

  

Antica Formula 16.5% £6.95 

An incredibly good red vermouth which was originally used to make the Martinez 

(the grandfather of the martini). Each bottle of Antica Formula is individually 

numbered, and it really does make a great Manhattan, as well as being an 

excellent digestif. 
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Vodka 
 ABV Per 50 ml 

Belvedere                                                                            Special offer! 40% £8.95 

Unique thanks to its locally sourced ingredients: Dankowskie gold rye and 

pristine artesian water from Belvederes own wells. The rye creates character and 

the water brings smoothness. 

 £10.50 

Belvedere Single Estate Rye Vodka - Lake Bartezek 40% £11.95 

In late 2017, Belvedere kicked off their Single Estate Rye Vodka range, 

showcasing the terroir of the Polish rye that makes their high-quality 

expressions. This particular bottling was made with rye grown on a single estate 

on the shores of Lake Bartezek. 

  

Belvedere Single Estate Rye Vodka - Smogóry Forest 40% £11.95 

One of two vodkas released by Belvedere released part of their Single Estate Rye 

range in late 2017. This particular edition was crafted using rye grown on a single 

estate in Smogóry, a village in Poland surrounded by forests. The range aims to 

show off the terroir and quality of the rye grain which goes to making Belvedere's 

spirits. 

  

Broken Clock 40% £13.55 

Described as a ‘Lingering Vodka’ made in copper pot still & infused with slow 

ripened apples from the garden at Shandy Hall in Coxwold, Yorkshire, along with 

botanicals from old Georgian gardens. The result is a particularly smooth 

herbaceous vodka with notes of apple & cinnamon crumble & freshly-mown grass. 

  

Ramsbury Single Estate Vodka 43% £13.25 

Produced from start to finish at the fully integrated, 19600 acre Ramsbury Estate 

in the heart of Wiltshire. Medium-bodied texture with a creamy vanilla and 

buttery wheat flavour. 

  

Stolichnya Citros 40% £8.45 

Made with a variety of citrus fruit majoring on lemons and limes, Stolichnaya 

Citros is a deliciously crisp vodka that goes very well with lemonade or tonic. 
  

Stolichnya Vanilla 40% £8.45 

Infused with Madagascan vanilla for a fresh creamy flavour, Stolichnaya Vanilla 

is wonderful in a Martini with Stoli Razberi - or just drizzle it on ice-cream: 

sensational. 

  

Żubrówka 40% £7.00 

Percolated through a long grass this vodka has remarkable coconut notes. Have 

with apple juice and a squeeze of lemon. 
  

Gin 
 ABV Per 50 ml 

Beefeater Burrough’s Reserve Oak Rested   43% £17.50 

Beefeater's Burrough's Reserve Gin is made to founder James Burrough's original 

1860 recipe. Distilled by hand using his original 'Still number 12' with a 268 litre 

capacity, it is then rested in French oak barrels which used to contain Lillet - the 

first gin ever to do so.  

  

Botanist Islay Dry Gin 46% £11.50 

An exciting and unusual gin from Islay whisky distillery Bruichladdich, The 

Botanist is made in a Lomond still christened Ugly Betty and contains no fewer 

than 31 botanicals, of which 22 are native to the Southern Hebridean island itself. 

These latter include the likes of mugwort, meadowsweet and the enigmatic Lady's 

Bedstraw flowers, and the resultant dry gin is described, perhaps unsurprisingly, 

as 'floral'. 

  

City of London The Square Mile 47.3% £8.95 

City of London Square Mile Gin is full of classic flavours of juniper berries, 

coriander, orris root, angelica, liquorice, fresh orange & lemon & other botanicals. 
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City of London Murcian Orange 41.3% £9.75 

Distilled in the heart of the Square Mile & was inspired by the citrus fruits that 

would have descended down the river Thames from distant lands as the British 

Empire flourished. 

  

City of London Six Bells Lemon 41.3% £9.75 

Named after the line "oranges and lemons, say the bells of St Clements" from the 

popular nursery rhyme, Six Bells lemon gin from City of London distillery is 

inspired by the lemons and oranges that were once imported via the river 

Thames. 

  

Comte de Grasse 44°N 44% £21.15 

Inspired by perfume production methods, and is made using ultrasonic 

maceration, vacuum distillation and CO2 supercritical extraction. The list of 

botanicals is extensive: cade, verbena, everlasting, horse parsley, samphire, 

lavender, mimosa, grapefruit, patchouli and Sichuan pepper among a few of 

them. 

  

Daffy’s Gin   43.4% £11.10 

Small batch, copper pot-distilled gin from Scotland, with a hint of Lebanese mint 

and eight other botanicals. 
  

Fisher’s Gin 44% £11.75 

London dry gin from the Suffolk coast, made with a barley base alongside classic 

gin botanicals (juniper, cardamom, orange and lemon peels) as well as some not-

so-classic botanicals - spignel, rock samphire, wood aven and bog myrtle, all 

native to the Suffolk coast. 

  

Marylebone London Dry 50.2% £13.75 

The unique, balanced flavour & aroma of Marylebone Gin derives from their use 

of the purest grain spirit & careful selection of the finest botanicals from around 

the globe 

  

Marylebone Cask Aged 51.3% £12.15 

This light coloured gin has sweet floral & citrus notes on the nose. There is rich 

juniper, hints of spice, citrus, & vanilla on the palate with lingering notes of 

cinnamon & black pepper to finish 

  

Nicholson Gin 40.3% £12.70 

Originally created in 1736, Nicholson Gin has made a comeback. Created to a 

recipe that's close to the original by descendants of the original founders, the 

botanicals include citrus peels, liquorice, cinnamon, nutmeg, cassia and more. 

Citrus-led, spicy and balanced, this works well with tonic. 

  

No. 3 London Dry Gin 46% £10.50 

No. 3 London Dry is distilled in copper pot stills at De Kuyper in the Netherlands, 

counts cardamom seeds and grapefruit peel among its botanicals, and has been 

bottled at an invigorating 46%. 

  

Whitley Neill Original 43% £8.95 

Whitley Neill Gin is slightly softer & much smoother than traditional gins, with 

rich notes of juniper & citrus, pot pourri & exotic spices 
  

Whitley Neill Quince 43% £9.75 

With aromas of fresh stone fruits, hints of juniper & citrus zest. The distinctive 

flavour of quince dominates the palate, with a long, fruity finish of orange blossom 

& zesty grapefruit. 

  

Whitley Neill Quince 43% £9.75 

With aromas of fresh stone fruits, hints of juniper & citrus zest. The distinctive 

flavour of quince dominates the palate, with a long, fruity finish of orange blossom 

& zesty grapefruit. 

  

Whitley Neill Aloe & Cucumber 43% £9.75 

Grassy and herbaceous. A clean, crisp mouthfeel with enough juniper bite to 

balance the intense vegetal notes. 
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Agave Spirits 
 ABV Per 50 ml 

Jose Cuervo Tradicional Reposado 38% £11.15 

A pale straw-coloured reposado made from 100% blue agave and rested in white 

oak barrels. Only a limited amount of this rare tequila is produced each year. 
  

Jose Cuervo Tradicional Silver 38% £11.55 

A 100% agave, unaged tequila from the classic stable of Jose Cuervo. Excellent 

entry level stuff, great for cocktails but with enough character to enjoy neat. 
  

Gran Centenario Reposado 38% £12.10 

A classic reposado aged around six months in white oak barrels. This is exactly 

how reposado should be, with a smooth body and balanced, pure agave flavours. 
  

Quiquiriqui Mezcal 45% £13.75 

A single region joven (young) Mezcal from QuiQuiRiQui. This one comes from 

Matatlan, a town with a lowland climate that produces a herbaceous, earthy and 

vegetal style of mezcal. 

  

Maestro Dobel Humito 40% £14.40 

World’s first smoked silver tequila. The distillers from Maestro Dobel looked to 

replicate the taste of tequila from the 17th century by using Mesquite wood. This 

has introduced robust, smoky elements to the floral, fruity tequila. 

  

Ambhar Tequila Plata 40% £14.50 

An exceptionally clean, silver tequila. Made from the purest form of blue agave, 

it is mellowed in stainless steel tanks for up to two months. As a brilliantly pure 

spirit with salty-sweet aromas of mellowed lime and pineapples. 

  

Ambhar Tequila Reposado 40% £15.10 

An ultra-premium tequila that is perfect for tequila connoisseurs who want a 

remarkable smoothness. It is rested in premium whiskey oak barrels for 364 days, 

giving it its pale golden hue. The aging process is timed perfectly to impart a 

perfect balance of fresh agave, vanilla and salted caramel. 

  

Ambhar Tequila Añejo 40% £16.20 

A delicately aged tequila, resting in premium whiskey oak barrels for over two 

years. The extended amount of aging produces its dark amber color and caramel-

like notes. This spirit inherits unique flavors of soft and silky mixtures of vanilla 

and candied citrus peel. Its fuller body makes it a perfect ultrapremium tequila 

for sipping. 

  

Nuestra Soledad Mezcal Ejutla 41% £15.60 

Made entirely using Espadin agave, this has notes of green pepper and high-toned 

fruit, with a refreshing minerality. 
  

Maestro Dobel Diamante Reposado 40% £16.05 

A very special luxury tequila, blended using reposado, anejo and extra anejo 100% 

agave tequilas. The blend is then subject to a proprietary filtering process that 

removes the colour while at the same time making the Tequila exceptionally 

smooth and creamy in texture. 

  

Casamigos Silver Tequila 40% £16.50 

The process is slow, with the agave roasted for 10 times the average and 

fermented for twice as long. The silver is rested for two months after distillation 

and is an excellent example of the category. 

  

Fortaleza Blanco Tequila 40% £19.80 

Made by the fifth generation of the Sauza family using traditional methods. It 

has exceptional notes of black pepper, earth and butter. 
  

Casamigos Añejo Tequila 40% £20.20 

Aged for 14 months in American oak barrels, Casamigos añejo is made slowly, 

with the agave fermented for twice the average and roasted for 10 times as long.  
  

Reserva De La Familia Platino 40% £13.00 

The premium end of the Cuervo family's white tequilas, Reserva de La Familia is 

made from old agave plants in small batches and is presented in an individually 

numbered bottle, hand dipped in wax. 
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Cragganmore 13 Old Pulteney 10 
Dailuaine 14 Outlaw King 6 
Dalmore 7 Pittyvaich 20 
Dalwinnie 8 Port Askaig 30 
Glen Elgin 14 Scapa Glansa 24 
Glen Grant 16 Singleton 14 
Glen Moray 17 Speyburn 20 
Glen Ord 9 Springbank 26 
Glendronach 8 Strathisla 21 
Glendullan 14 Strathmill 21 
Glenfarclas 15 Talisker 24 
Glenfiddich 16 Teaninich 10 
Glenkinchie 5 Tobermory 24 

 


